Parliamentarians meet
SSGC management
to discuss gas-related issues

Mr. Abid Saeed

Ch. Bilal Virk

T

he National Assembly
Standing Committee on
Petroleum and Natural
Resources (P&NR) under the
Chairmanship of Ch. Bilal Ahmed
Virk held a meeting with the SSGC
management on February 18, 2014
at the Company's head office Board
Room.
Among the other MNAs present
were Rana Mohammad Ishaq Khan,
Rasheed Ahmed Khan, Rana Afzal
Hussain, Chaudry Khalid Javed

www.facebook.com/ssgc.official

Mr. Irfan Zafar

Mr. Shoaib Warsi

Warraich, Malik Ihtebar Khan, Tariq
Fazal Chaudry, Shehryar Afridi,
Abdul Waseem and Pir Bux Junejo.
Abid Saeed, Secretary, P&NR and
Shahzadi Umerzadi Tiwana,
Parliamentary Secretary (P&NR) also
participated in the meeting.
The main feature of the meeting
was a comprehensive presentation
delivered by SSGC's Irfan Zafar,
SGM/Incharge (Operations) that
dilated on the Company gas supply
sources, status of transmission and

Dr. Ijaz Ahmed

distribution projects, promotion
policy and special initiatives taken
in the area of Information
Technology. Fasih Azhar, GM (HR)
joined SGM (Operations) in
explaining the province-wise details
of all types of recruitment during
the last five years and evaluation
tools fixed for different cadres as
part of the Company's promotion
policy.
Also came under discussion were
issues of gas shortages in winter.
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Clarifications

February 2014 Issue

On Page 14 in an article entitled 'Questions stakeholders commonly ask', in the reply to Question #5 (What is the current (2013)
and previous slab structure (1996)?), the word 'million' was inadvertently mentioned for each of the 3 different slabs of consumption.
Information should therefore be read as:


Upto 100 M3 per month



Upto 300 M3 per month



Over 300 M3 per month

On Page 19 in a news item entitled 'Get a grip on your cholesterol levels', the photo caption 'Dr. Irfan Pathan' should have read
as 'Dr. Asad Pathan'. In the article, however, the correct name of the doctor has been mentioned.
In the 5th line of the 3rd paragraph of the article 'Shayar-e-Pakistan - Sehbah Akhtar' in the Urdu section, the name of the poet's
wife Ms. Saeeda Akhtar was inadvertently mentioned as 'Saeed Akhtar'.
Errors are regretted.

Editors Note
Pick a book
In February avid readers made a
bee line for Karachi Literature
Festival, an annual event that
provided them with a chance to
rub shoulders with local and
international authors, politicians,
opinion makers and thinkers. If
anybody had witnessed a packed
to capacity audience on all three
days, they could have sworn we
are a booking loving nation with a
knack for dialogue and discussion. However the Festival goers represented
only a small portion of our population. Unfortunately Pakistan does not have
a thriving book reading culture. Libraries are fast disappearing, political talk
shows rule the TV roost and social media has become one of our most
convenient forms of communication (read addiction). It's important that if we
have to thrive intellectually as a nation as well as improve our mental stimulation,
we need to start reading books.
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Parlimentarians Visit

Mr. Shehryar Afridi

Ch. Khalid Warraich

Shoaib Warsi, SGM (Transmission)
explained that unplanned
construction in urban areas has
caused low pressure in certain
pockets of localities in Karachi and
lower Sindh. The status of anti-gas
theft activities being undertaken by
the Surveillance and Monitoring
(S&M) Department was also
discussed in detail. Lt. Colonel (R)
Shoaib Ahmed, Dy. General
Manager (S&M) gave a summary of
losses suffered by the utility due to
gas theft committed by noncustomers. He said that
collaboration with FIA has helped

Rana M. Ishaq Khan

Mr. Pir Bux Junejo

Rana Afzal Hussain

greatly in lodging FIRs and
facilitating the police in making
arrests. The parliamentarians and
the Company management also
discussed the progress of the
extension of agreement between
JJVL and SSGC with the Legal
Department team. Abdul Malik,
CFO discussed in detail the
Company's current financial
performance, dilated on the status
of bank loans and L/C facility. Dr.
Ejaz Ahmed, ASGM (Customer
Services) gave a vivid snapshot of
commissioned and on-going gas
development schemes of the

Malik Ihtebar Khan

Ms. Shahzadi Tiwana

Abdul Malik

Mr. Tariq Fazal Chaudhry

parliamentarians of Sindh and
Balochistan under Peoples' Work
Programme (PWP).
SGM (Operations) also dilated on
initiatives successfully taken in the
areas of Customer Care and Billing,
Geographical Information System,
Data Warehousing Analytical Tools
and Smart Metering. He added that
the Company is planning to install
smart meters to find out about drop
in pressure, monitor gas sale and
purchase to overcome upsurge in
UFG and check discrepancies in
meter readings.

Abdul Waseem

Mr. Rasheed Ahmed Khan

Mr. Rahat K. Siddiqui

Mr. Fasih Azhar
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Projects and Construction

First weld of spur pipeline performed in Zarghun field

T

he first weld ceremony for the
construction of 8" dia x 3.5
km spur pipeline from Well
ZS-2 to Central Processing
Facility in Zargun Gas Field
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was performed on January 21,
2014. The construction project has
been assigned to the P&C
Department by Mari Petroleum
Company Limited.

The first weld was performed in the
presence of Abdul Majid Malik, GM
(P&C) and Brigadier Salim
Mahmood, General Manager, Mari
Petroleum Company Ltd.

Accomplishment

Rising to a challenge

LPG team rectifies a major fault

S

SGC is operating four LPG
Air-Mix (SNG) plants at
Gwadar, Surab, Noshki and
Kot Ghulam Muhammad.
These plants are operating in areas
where laying of gas pipeline is very
costly. Moreover, due to the remote
locations of these plants, operation
and maintenance are difficult
exercises. However, SSGC's
dedicated team headed by Sohail
Khan, DGM (LPG) fearlessly travels
regularly to these volatile areas to
ensure that these plants are run
efficiently.
Recently an incident occurred at
LPG Air-Mix Plant in Noshki,
Balochistan due to a fault in
Vaporizing Unit, thus forcing the
closure of the plant.
Aminullah Khan, SGM (DistributionSouth) dashed to Noshki Plant to
oversee the situation.

satisfactorily repaired the heat
exchanger/vaporizing unit and
made the plant operational.

initiative saved a period of 6 to 8
months, required for importing
vaporizing unit.

The team headed by DGM (LPG)
spent nine days at the plant in
extremely cold weather and

In monetary terms, the team's effort
saved around Rs. 7 to 10 million.
At the same time, this timely

Courtesy: Engineer Liaquat Ali, LPG
Plant
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Segregation Exercise

Distribution team commissions meter station for
separate sale-purchase recording

I

n order to ensure effective
operational controls, Distribution
Karachi was segregated into
three regions, i.e. Western, Central
and Eastern regions. However due
to integrated supply main pipeline
system, UFG is computed as a
whole for entire Karachi and could
not be separated as region-wise.
To fulfill management's commitment
for transparency in operational
activities and accountability of each
region, Gas Purchase and Sale has
to be separately recorded to enable
the determination of UFG for each
region. The Eastern Region was first
to be segregated which made it
possible for the region's UFG to be
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calculated separately.
On February 16, 2014, a Meter
Station on 24" dia main was
fabricated and commissioned near
Jam Sadiq Bridge in Korangi
Industrial Area to measure the entire
gas going out of the Eastern to
C e n t r a l R e g i o n . T h i s l a rg e
installation is composed of filtering
elements and measuring facility. It
has a 4 meter run designed to cater
to the existing and future load of
the customers, including the DHA
Desalination Plant.
The entire fabrication and
commissioning job was completed

by using limited resources of the
Distribution Department's Eastern
Region. The challenging job was
completed dexterously by the
Distribution's engineers and
technicians under the supervision of
Aminullah Khan, SGM (DistributionSouth), Saeed Ahmed Larik,
DGM/Incharge (Distribution-East) and
Nadeem Qayuum, DGM (DistributionEast Region) and Farrukh Kamal,
DCE (Distribution). It would be
appropriate also to praise Mirza
Javed Baig, Sr. Welding Supervisor
who worked tirelessly to ensure a
successful segregation job.
Courtesy: Distribution Division

Anti-gas Theft Activity

Quetta Distribution conducts major raids in Kalat Division
against UFG; helps improve low pressure situation

O

n complaints from the
residents of Kalat District
and en-route villages about
low gas pressure, Regional Office
Quetta Distribution's Special Task
Force conducted major raids in
these areas during December 2013.
The Task Force led by Mohammad
Anwar Baloch, Zonal Manager
Quetta, Nadeem Ahmed Bugti, SubZonal Manager Kalat and Shafique,
Manager, conducted raids in Killi
Malangzai, Killi Kashmir Abad, Killi
Mohammad Shahi, Killi Gazagi,
Mangochar Cross, Killi Mengal
Abad, Killi Chotank, Killii Dawaltzai,
Killi Zakriazai, Killi Durakzai and Killi
Mahmood Gohram located in Tehsil
Mangocher.
The Task Force discovered that 4
inch dia Supply Main and 2 inch dia
Distribution Main were punctured.
A c t i n g p ro m p t l y, t h e t e a m
dismantled more than 300 illegal
disconnections. Among them more
than six hotels, two bakeries, two
confectionary concerns and tube
wells which were being used to
generate electricity for agricultural
purposes. All illegal connections
were disconnected.
Residents of Kalat and other
a d j o i n i n g a re a s h a d b e e n
complaining of low gas pressure for
quite sometime but due to security
reasons, SSGC was unable to send
its teams to these localities. That

connections/theft cases were finally
disconnected through a grand
operation that lasted several days.
From December 2, 2013, till date
area gas pressure has improved
greatly and gas theft cases have
reduced.

is when the SSGC Regional
Manager Quetta and Zonal Manager
Quetta held an urgent meeting with
Commissioner of Kalat Division. The
Commissioner assured the SSGC
team of full security through local
law enforcement agencies. Area
MPAs and other notables also
decided to facilitate the team to
conduct survey and organise raids
against gas theft in the areas.

While the operation was
successfully underway, Jam Kamal
Khan, Minister for State for
Petroleum and Natural Resources
and Zuhair Siddiqui, MD, SSGC
were on an official tour of Quetta.
ZM Quetta briefed the honorable
guests about the ongoing operation
in killis. They appreciated the efforts
of Haroon Rasheed, AGM-DBalochistan, M. Anwar Baloch and
the other members of the Task force
team for working proactively to
overcome low pressure issues and
rising UFG trends.

With the help of the local MPAs,
authorities and area notables, illegal

Courtesy: Mohammad Anwar
Baloch, Zonal Manager Quetta

Details of disconnections carried out in Mangocher
Name
of Killis

Tehsil

Main
line dia

# of
underground
clamps

02.12.13

Killi Chotank

Mangocher

4"Ø

15

1"

6000 meters

03.12.13

Tehsil

--do--

2"Ø

15

3/4"

900 meters

40

04.12.13

Johan Cross Malangzai Road

--do--

2"Ø

20

3/4"

1000 meters

60

05.12.13

Mengalabad cross

--do--

2"Ø

22

3/4"

200 meters

60

06.12.13

Killi Malangzai

--do--

2"Ø

15

1/2"

400 meters

25

09.12.13

Killi Malangzai

--do--

2"Ø

15

3/4"

600 meters

20

10.12.13

Killi Zakarzai and Durrakzai

--do--

2"Ø

25

3/4"

500 meters

60

Date

Extension pipe dia
Dia

Length

# of
houses
80

11.12.13

Killi Durrakzai

--do--

2"Ø

20

3/4"

600 meters

50

12.12.13

Killi Durrakzai and Mohammad Shai

--do--

2"Ø

15

3/4"

700 meters

45

13.12.13

Killi Mohammad Shai

--do--

2"Ø

15

3/4"

600 meters

35

14.12.13

Killi Mehmood Gohram

--do--

2"Ø

20

3/4"

500 meters

30

16.12.13

Killi Mohammad Shai

--do--

2"Ø

18

3/4"

500 meters

35

17.12.13

Killi Behramzai and Mohammad Shai

--do--

2"Ø

12

3/4"

600 meters

35

18.12.13

Killi Mengalabad and Kashmirabad

--do--

2"Ø

18

3/4"

700 meters

245

40
615
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Anti-gas Theft Activity

Committed despite risks

C

rackdowns on gas theft
cases are always fraught
with major risks to lives and
property of the SSGC teams
involved. The Sukkur-based S&M
team faced a similar situation on
February 13, 2014 when they
proceeded to a plastic pipe
manufacturing factory located in
Dharki, District Ghotki that had been
involved in gas theft for a long time.
The facility was owned by Ghulam
Muhammad alias Mian Iqbal, an exMPA. The raid was carried out with
the FIA personnel.
The S&M personnel was joined in

the exercise by Iqbal Hussain
Chachar, Sub-zonal Manager,
Dharki. The Sukkur team comprising
of Deputy Managers Sardar Ali
Baloch and Munawar Babar, Helper
Syed Mujahid Ali Shah and Driver
Nazeer Ahmed Shaikh discovered
the blatant theft being committed
and wasted no time in disconnecting
the underground clamps.
A mob instigated by the factory
owner arrived on the scene in
several vehicles and attacked the
raiding party with automatic rifles.
One of the attackers aimed at the
feet of the Sub-zonal Manager but

fortunately he survived the bullet
wounds. The thugs also fired at the
S&M vehicle carring the raiding
party but luckily they remained
unharmed. The attackers also
snatched a gun from one of the
policemen providing security to the
FIA personnel.
The raiding team faced the situation
bravely and immediately reported
the serious incident to the local
police station that lodged the FIR
against the gas theft culprits and
attackers.
Courtesy: S&M Department

Cantonment Zone acts swiftly

A

s part of SSGC's ongoing
initiative against UFG,
Quetta's Cantonment Zone
Maintenance team carried out raids
against two overhead gas theft
cases in the area. Two raids were
conducted on February 2 and
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February 7, 2014.
The first raid was conducted in Killi
Allahabad and the second one was
undertaken on Shaikh Umer Road.
The domestic customers were found
using unmetered gas through rubber

pipes from supply valves. Acting
swiftly, the Maintenance Team
summarily removed the rubber pipe
and welded the supply valves.
Courtesy: Liaquat Ali, Deputy Chief
Engineer (I/C Cantt Zone Quetta)

Anti-gas Theft Activity

SSGC undertakes major raid against gas theft in
Baldia Town, Karachi

A

As part of its continuous
drive against gas theft,
SSGC's Surveillance and
Monitoring (S&M) Department along
with the FIA team conducted a
major raid against direct gas use
on Mughal Foods, a popular Nimko
(snacks) factory located in Baldia
Town, Karachi. SSGC was incurring
a loss of Rs. 50 million per annum
from these illegal connections which
in volume terms translates to a loss
of 36 million cubic feet of gas per
day.
The SSGC raiding party led by Lt.
Colonel (R) Shoaib Ahmed, Dy.
General Manager (S&M) conducted
a surprise raid on the night of 18th
o f F e b r u a r y a n d p ro m p t l y
dismantled illegal connections.
Although the proprietor Muhammad
Yaqoob absconded, FIA lodged
FIRs against two employees Tahir

and Irfan who were directly involved
in the crime. Since the crackdown,
the S&M employees have been
receiving threatening calls from the
owners of Mughal Foods.

of clearing its dues with SSGC
despite reminders, the commercial
concern was engaged in consuming
gas illegally from the main service
line.

Mughal Foods is already a defaulter
of Rs. 2.5 million. However instead

Courtesy: S&M Department

Task Force cracks down on gas theft in Sohrab Goth

I

n its endeavours to fight gas
theft, SSGC conducted a major
raid against direct use of gas in
Fancy View Apartment in Sohrab
Goth, Karachi, on February 24,
2014.
Working on a tip-off provided by a
reliable source, the Task Force of
SSGC's Customer Relations
Department, led by Nawab Ali Shah,
Acting Manager disconnected more
than 100 illegal connections
installed in the flats. The Task Force
discovered that the residents were
not only gas bill defaulters but had
been blatantly consuming gas
illegally through rubber pipes. The
team promptly disconnected
u n m e t e re d c o n n e c t i o n s b y
removing the rubber pipes and
plugging in supply lines. While
disconnecting the illegal pipes, a
helper got his hand injured due to
some electrical fault in the flats.
These illegal connections were
resulting in a loss of 5,700 million
cubic feet of gas to SSGC, which
in monetary terms translates to Rs.
1 million per annum.

Gas theft is one of the primary factors
for Unaccounted-for-Gas (UFG) that

has severely impacted the gas
utilities' financial bottomline.
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Anti-gas Theft Activity / Relocation

Progress Report
of S&M Department
- A snapshot
Head Office CFC
and Gulshan
Billing Zone
relocated

O

n February 11, 2014
SSGC's Customer
Facilitation Center (CFC)
and Gulshan Billing Zone,
previously located in the Head
Office building were shifted to new
premises, SSGC Central Region,
Aazad Trade Centre, near Civic
Centre.
The relocated CFC and billing zone
will resolve gas related issues of
valued customers residing in all
blocks of Gulshan-e-Iqbal, P. I. B.
Colony, Al-Hilal Society, Journalist
Society, Abbas Town, Maskan
Apartment, Azeem Goth, Adjoining
areas of Masjid Bait-ul-Mukarram,
H a s s a n S q u a re , B a r a D a r i
Apartment, K. D. A. Officers' Society
and Jail Road. Customers of these
areas are requested to visit the new
premises for solution of their
issues.

CUMULATIVE SUMMARY
Jul13 - Jan14

Aazad Trade
Centre

Sui Southern
Head Office

Courtesy: S&M Department
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Karim
Plaza

Civic
Centre

CSR / HSEQA

SSGC conferred with CSR Excellence Award

B

eing a socially responsible
corporate citizen, SSGC has
a vibrant CSR landscape. The
Company regularly invests in
various projects related to
education, health, environment and
community development through
solo efforts or collaborations with
NGOs and public and private
organizations.
SSGC's contribution to society was
once again acknowledged on
February 20, 2014 when the
Company was conferred with a
prestigious CSR Excellence Award
at the 6th International Summit on
Corporate Social Responsibility,
organized by National Forum for
Environment and Health (NFEH). A
large number of organizations who
have been proactively involved in
CSR projects were also given
awards at the ceremony.
Salman A. Siddiqui, CM/Incharge,

Corporate Communication
Department (CCD), received the
Award on behalf of the Company
from Archbishop of Karachi, Father
Joseph Coutts.
Muhammad Ali Gohar, DCM (CCD)
and Incharge of the CSR unit was

also present at the Awards ceremony.
It must be mentioned here that SSGC
has won CSR awards many times in
the past which is a manifestation of
its efforts towards community
development.
Report by Ed Team

4th surveillance external audit of HSE practices carried out

S

Manufacturing Plant were carried
out from January 27 to 29 while the
audit in the Head Office was carried
out on February 3, 2014.

Audit of Hyderabad, Dadu and
Nawabshah HQs and Meter

In the external Audit as per ISO14001 and OHSAS-18001
standards, hazard identification,
risk management, legal
requirements, training, monitoring,
evaluation, internal audit and
emergency response plan were

SGCL is an OHSAS 180012007 and ISO 14001-2004
certified company. As a basic
requirement for the standards,
Bureau Veritas conducted the
Company's 4th external bi-annual
Surveillance Audit in coordination
with the HSEQA department from
January 27, 2014.

comprehensively taken into
account.
At the conclusion, external Auditors
met with GM (HSEQA) to report the
outcomes of the Audit. As a result
of the good HSE Practices, external
audit went smoothly and no noncompliance was raised for Head
Office.
Courtesy: HSEQA Department
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Health Issues

Medical Services organizes check-up of Islamabad-based
employees

T

he Medical Services
Department provides
extended coverage to the
employees and families residing in
the vicinity of Rawalpindi and
Islamabad outside its franchise
areas. There are approximately 100
families living in the area and the
Department provides suitable
medical coverage to them. There
are three hospitals on panel and a
LMO is also posted at Islamabad
Liaison Office to facilitate SSGC
employees based in the twin cities.
Moreover, Aga Khan Family Health
Care is also providing day-to-day
medical care to SSGC patients from
Rawalpindi and adjoining areas.
Dr. Munawar Hyat, DGM (Medical
Services) recently visited Islamabad
to examine patients who have
multiple health issues to review their
disease status and plan their future
treatment. Despite chilly weather,
employees turned up in impressive

numbers for a check-up.

was quite encouraging.

The feedback from the patients

Courtesy: Medical Services

EPP organized for chronic hepatitis patients

T

he Medical Services
Department conducted an
Expert Patients' Program on
Hepatitis on January 2014 at Anum
Plaza, Karachi. This was the third
session out of the four programs
chalked out to discuss one of the
most common medical conditions.
Company consultant Dr. Nousheen
Asim, who is also the team leader
for Hepatitis and Chronic Kidney
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Diseases (CKD) gave a
comprehensive talk on the signs
and symptoms, causes, diagnosis
and prevention of hepatitis. Dr.
Mazhar Ali Kazi, Incharge Site
Medical Centre discussed in detail
many facets of the condition by
using easy to understand
terminology and case histories.

hepatitis. The presentations were
followed by a question and answer
session. The program concluded
with the message, "Together we
can beat hepatitis." The participants
showed keen interest in the EPP
that has encouraged the Medical
team to conduct such programs in
the future.

The program was attended by
patients suffering from chronic

Courtesy: Medical Services

Health Issues

Awareness program held on chronic kidney diseases

A

n internal data has shown
an upsurge in Company
employees suffering from
kidney disease, the burden of which
is costing approximately Rs. 15
million a year. The situation is
compounded by the fact that while
most of the factors that cause
kidney disease are preventable,
people lack basic awareness.
To create awareness about the
disease, the Medical Department
organized a session on Chronic
Kidney Diseases on January 31,
2014 at the Head Office Auditorium.
For the purpose, the Department
sought the expertise of Dr. Mansoor
Ahmed Shah, a Consultant
Nephrologist in Aga Khan University
and South City hospitals to deliver
an informative lecture to the
Company employees.
I n h i s v e r y c o m p re h e n s i v e
presentation, Dr. Shah gave an
overview of the disease with strong

emphasis on preventive measures.
His presentation was followed by a
question and answer session which
further elaborated on the topic.
Rahat Kamal Siddiqui, Project
Director was the chief guest on the
occasion.
Lucky draw, quizzes and free blood
sugar checks were the key features
of the program.
Dr. Mansoor Ahmed Shah

Dr. Munawar Hyat

Courtesy: Medical Services

Mr. Rahat Kamal Siddiqui
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Health Issues

EPP stresses on hazards of smoking

A

n EPP on hazards of
smoking was held at the
KT Medical Centre on
February 10, 2014. The Centre's Dr.
Abdul Sami Sheikh conducted the
proceedings. Speaker Dr. Anjum
highlighted the hazards of smoking
not only for the smokers but also
for those exposed to smoke. He

also presented shocking data of
deaths in Pakistan that stressed on
the fact that smoking is increasing
alarmingly. This ratio is expected to
double in the near future, he added.

He made a startling revelation that
after every three seconds, one
person dies from smoking. The
presentation was followed by a
Q&A session.

The speaker said that smoking is
the leading cause of different
cancers and other diseases as well.

Courtesy: Medical Services

3rd EPP on dyslipedemia takes on causative factors

T

14

he third EPP on Dyslipidemia
was conducted on February
19, 2014 at the City Clinic.
The program was attended by 50
SSGC employees, most of whom
are registered patients.

participants about causative factors
and risks of high cholesterol levels
and emphasized on life style
modifications. Another Company
consultant, Dr. Areeba Ahmed also
spoke on the topic.

SSGCs consultant Dr. Arif Waheed
delivered a very informative lecture
on the topic. He informed the

The program was very interactive
and all participants took keen
interest by asking many relevant

MARCH 2014

questions which were answered by
the speaker and other SSGC
doctors. A quiz was conducted by
SSGC's Dr. Fariha and Dr. Hazoor
Bux to assess the participants'
knowledge about dyslipidemia
and gifts were awarded to the
winners.
Courtesy: Medical Services

Self-sufficiency / Farewell

Gas-fired electricity gen set installed at Eastern Zone Office

A

s a society, we are now so
dependent on electricity that
it is hard to imagine life
without it for even a day. Knowing
how vital it is to the everyday lives
of businesses and individuals, the
Electrical section of the Services
Department initiated to address the
frequent power outages in the
Korangi Industrial Area where the
office of GM (Distribution East) is
located. The Electrical section
carries out a wide range of electrical
works at old and new sites along
with erection of power houses within
the gas transmission domain at the
main and back offices in order to
provide continuous power supply
and attain potential energy savings.
I r f a n Z a f a r, S G M / I n c h a rg e
(Operations) who is known for
implementing diverse projects in
accordance with the requirements
and within budget limitations
formulated an effective energy
saving program. GM (D-East) Office
was reported to have severe
electrical power issues, being the
subscriber of K-Electric supply that
has grave technical issues of its
own. For coping with the situation,
an energy conservation analysis
was done by Rehman Akhter Shah,
CE (Electrical).
Karim Baloch, DGM (ES) submitted

the report of the analysis and
recommended setting up a separate
and efficient power generating

source to remove dependency on
K-Electric. For the purpose, a 150
KW gas based electric power
generator set was procured through
tendering process while needful
technical assistance was provided
by Mohammed Ali Soomro, DCE
(Electrical). A 100 KVA UPS was
also acquired through tendering
process and now the GM (D-East)
Office is self sufficient in electric
power which has further enhanced
employees and business
performances and subsequently the
electricity bill has shown reduction
due to the usage of gas generator
set. Zuhair Siddiqui, MD, SSGC
complimented Electrical team for
successful commissioning.
Courtesy: Services Department

CRD veteran bids farewell after a long service

O

ne of the veterans of
Hyderabad region, Abdul
Hafeez Bhurgri retired as
DCM (CRD) after serving the
Company for more than 30 years.
A dinner reception was hosted in
the honour of Mr. Bhurgri which was
attended by senior Company
officials and his colleagues. Dr. Ejaz
Ahmed, ASGM (CS), Nisar Sheikh,
GM (Lower Sindh), Abdul Rasheed
Khanzada, RM (Hyderabad), Abdul
Rasheed Laghari, DGM
(Maintenance), Abdul Ghani Jokhio,
DGM (CRD) and all executives of
Customer Relations and Recovery
Departments from Hyderabad
Region attended the occasion.

In his brief remarks, ASGM (CS)
lauded Mr. Bhurgri for an illustrious
career and observed that a large
turnout at the reception reflected
respect and love for the retiring
executive.
On the occasion, a memento was
also presented to Mr. Bhurgri. The
dinner was followed by a ghazal
program.
The program was arranged by the
CRD team comprising Pir
Muhammad Shah, Abhiman Idrees
Abbasi under the supervision of
Nadeem Qureshi, DCE (CRD).
Courtesy: Nadeem Qureshi, DCE, CRD
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Training and Development

GTI Karachi Trainings
Leadership and Emotional Intelligence

External Trainer Hanif Muhammad conducted a workshop on Leadership and Emotional Intelligence on
February 3-4, 2014.

Advanced MS Excel Course

External Trainer Asim conducted a workshop on
'Advance MS Excel using Dashboard' on February
6-7, 2014.
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Automated Meter Reading

Adnan Afzal, CM (Billing) conducted a workshop
on Automated Meter Reading on February 12-13,
2014.

Training and Development

GTI Karachi Trainings
Pipeline maintenance

External trainers,
Khurram Shaikh
and
Anwar
G h a z a l i ,
conducted a 2day training on
S u r f a c e
Preparation,
Coating and
P a i n t i n g
Techniques on
February 12-13,
2014.

Project Management

A day-long workshop
was conducted on
'Project Management
Framework Awareness'
by external trainer Dr.
Rameez Khalid on
February 14, 2014.

GTI Hyderabad
Corrosion protection

N

aik Muhammad Shaikh, DCE
(CP) conducted a course for
executives on "Corrosion and
Cathodic Protection" at Larkana
Regional Office in January 2014.
He briefed the trainees on the need
to ensure integrity of underground
and overhead structure of gas
pipeline systems against corrosion
and their protection through best
use of resources such as coating,
painting and cathodic protection
system.
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Training and Development

Six Sigma course participants given certificates

A

n impressive ceremony for
the distribution of
certificates to the Six Sigma
course participants was held at the
Stores Department at Karachi
Terminal on February 21, 2014.
Mohammad Ahmed Siddiqui, GM
(Procurement) along with S. Khalid
Hasan, DGM, Stores distributed the
Certificates. Skill Development
Council's Farheen Baig and trainer
Imran Qadri were also present. GM
(Procurement) emphasized on the
continuation of Six Sigma
workshops and said he was pleased
with the training material that not
just focused on concepts but
effectively aligned practical
applications of Supply Chain
Management with Stores
Department's mechanisms.
The course participants remarked
that after the completion of the
training they have made positive
changes in day-to-day Stores'
procedures, hence minimizing
losses and risk involved. DGM,
Stores discussed the proposed
changes in the existing Stores
procedures and emphasized on the
importance of quality working with
the introduction of on-the-job
t r a i n i n g . Tu r a b B a l o c h ,
S. Engineer/Training Coordinator,
refreshed the audience on Six
Sigma and Supply Chain
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Management and answered various
queries on the outcome and
success of this Course. He informed
them about various visits of Stores
Team to warehouses of leading
companies and apprised them of
an upcoming visit to Toyota Motors.
At the end of the ceremony, all
participants expressed their
gratitude for training coordination
at Stores and support by the HR
Training wing at Head Office.
The trainees who received

certificates from Skill Development
Council and SSGC's HR
Department included Zubair Alam,
Wajid Ali Brohi, Shazia Nadeem,
Mustafa Iqbal, Tehzeeb Fatima,
Shamaila Baig, Shaheen Raza,
Ghazala Erum, Abid Sherazi, Turab
A. Baloch, Azmat Wahaj, Suresh
Sharma, Muhammad Mushtaq,
Azizullah Panhwar, Bilal Arshed and
Rafique Ahmed Tunio.
Courtesy: Turab A. Baloch,
S. Engineer/Training Coordinator
(Stores Department)

Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi (S.A.W.W.)

A spritually uplifting experience!

R

evered scholar Allama
Jalaluddin Suyuti once said
that celebrating Eid-e-Miladun-Nabi was part of the ritual of
paying ultimate respects to Holy
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). The
meaning of Milad means birth or
royal birth. In the light of Islam, Milad
is the festival of the birth of Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH). The
celebration of this religious festival
can be described as a spiritual
journey through the life and times
of the Holy prophet (PBUH), the
path he guided us to follow and the
blessings that can be gained by
celebrating Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi.
It has become a ritual for the
Corporate Communication
Department to organize Eid-eMilad-un-Nabi congregation every
year. This year, the Department
organized a grand program on
February 6, 2014 at the Head Office
Auditorium that witnessed a packed
to capacity audience. The event
featured notable and distinguished
religious scholars including Dr.
Allama Kaukab Noorani Okarvi and
Dr. Syed Mohsin Naqvi along with
respected Naat khawans Mukarram
Ali Khan, Shafiq Ahmed,
Muhammad Waseem and Syed
Usama Waseem.
Dr. Okarvi with reference to Quranic
Ayaat "Wara fana Laka Zikrak"
reiterated that the love of Prophet
(PBUH) exists in every true muslim's
heart. He stressed that in order to
succeed in this life and hereafter, it
is mandatory for us to follow in the
footsteps of Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) and lead our lives based
on "Aswae-Husna".
In his enlightening talk, Dr. Naqvi
said that it is important to not just
study but also practice the
teachings of Quran and Sunnah.
He stressed on the audience to
work towards the betterment of the
society by advocating the teachings
of Islam to the fellow muslims. In
his closing remarks, Dr. Naqvi
termed this spiritual gathering as a
symbol of love and affection
towards Prophet (PBUH) and

congratulated the Management and
Corporate Communications
Department for putting together
such as highly uplifting event. In
between the views of the experts,
eminent Naat Khawans kept the
atmosphere emotionally charged
by reciting heart warming naats.
Also present on the occasion were
Dr. Shehla Naqvi, SGM (MS) who
stressed on the importance of Eide-Milad-un-Nabi and presented a
few lilting verses from the works of
her famed father poet Sehbah
Akhtar. At the conclusion, Dr. Okarvi
recited special prayers for the

Muslim Ummah and SSGC and its
employees. The guests were then
presented with souvenirs by SGM
(MS) as a token of reverence.
This ceremony was hosted by
Mohammad Ali Gohar, DCM (CCD).
Support departments that
collaborated with CCD in arranging
this event included Administrative
Services, Services and Security
Departments. As per regular
practice, all the participants were
given a sweet packet at the
conclusion of the program.
Report developed by ED team
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Pictorial Coverage

Management sees off Cycling Team

The senior management led by Zuhair Siddiqui, MD, SSGC, meeting the Company cyclists who proceeded
to Lahore for velodrome training as preparation for the 61st Mens National Cycling Championships. Yusuf
J. Ansari, DMD (CS) and Col. (R) Raashid Ahmed, DGM (Sports) are also seen in the picture.

UFG reduction activities

Engineers from
Hyderabad and
L a r k a n a re g i o n s
visited different
Company facilities
and locations on
February 12, 2014 as
part of UFG reduction
activities.

Corrosion prevention exercise

A new CP Station at Shandan Mori near Qazi Ahmed on main National Highway Road was commissioned
in February 2014 by Nadeem Ahmed Memon, Sr. Engineer (CP) under the supervision of Naik Muhammad
Shaikh, DCE In-charge (CP) for cathodic protection of Bari supply main and enroute villages.
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Pictorial Coverage

Vaccination of casual employees

The Medical Services Department organized a vaccination campaign for casual employees of the Company
for protection against Hepatitis B. The session of the first dose was conducted on February 11, 2014 in
the Department's Conference Room at the Head Office Complex.

Soaking up the sun

The Administrative Services Department
enjoyed a fun-filled picnic on February 9, 2014
at Sandspit. Executives and staff of the
Department played games such as volleyball
and tug-o-war.
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Pictorial Coverage

Mehfil-e-Milad in Hyderabad

On the occasion of Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi (S.A.W.W.), a milad program was organized on January 30, 2014
by Regional Office Hyderabad management in coordination with SSGOA and CBA office bearers and
workers. The program was held at the Regional Office.

CSR support for cancer research
Salman A. Siddiqui, CM/Incharge
(CCD) presenting a cheque to Dr.
Bushra Waseem of Patel Hospital
as SSGCs monetary contribution
as part of the Company's CSR
initiative in the area of health care
to support the hospital's breast
cancer research project.
Muhammad Ali Gohar, DCM (CSR)
was also present on the occasion.

Celebration time

Executives and employees from SSGC Nazimabad Zone celebrated five years of the promulgation of the
Presidential Ordinance in February 2014. Pictures show here Alay Raza, Zonal Manager with the staff and
reinstated employees cutting the cake to celebrate the occasion.
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Human Resources

Academic Accomplishments
Dua d/o Allah Ditto Rajper, Assistant HSEQA (Head Office)
secured 1st position in her Class II Final Examinations
from Iqra Public School, Naushero Feroze.

Rubab Malik d/o Khalid Aziz, Senior Supervisor, Construction
(SITE) secured 75% marks in her SSC Part I (Class IX)
Examination from Board of Secondary Education, Karachi.

Mohammad Zuhaib Karim Shaikh s/o Mutuil Karim Shaikh,
Manager (S&M) secured 65% in his HSC Part 1 and II
Intermediate Examination (Annual 2013) from Government
Degree College for Boys, North Karachi.

Executives - Superannuations
Name

Designation

Department

Place Of Posting

Retirement Date

Ahmed Bux Moro

Manager (DLS)

Distribution

Naushero Feroze

1-Feb-2014

Non-Executives - Superannuations
Name

Designation

Retirement Date

Transitions
 Z. A. Quettawalla, former DGM
(Internal Audit) - February 9, 2014

Nabi Bux Sarkai

Supervisor (Driving)

1-Feb-2014

Aijaz Hussain

Clerk

8-Feb-2014

Muhammad Tariq

Senior Superintendent (Typist)

11-Feb-2014

Bagh Ali Mallah

Senior Hawaldar

14-Feb-2014

Mehmood Hussain

Supervisor (Inspector Meter Reader)

14-Feb-2014

Neik Muhammad

Senior Head (GSM)

14-Feb-2014

Qalander Bux

Senior Head Attendant

21-Feb-2014

 Father of Tahseen Gul Shaikh (GTI
KT) - January 14, 2014

Muhammad Raza

Senior Superintendent

22-Feb-2014

May their souls rest in peace, Ameen.

 Pervaiz Zia, former Manager,
Recovery Dept. - February 10, 2014
 Haji Samad Khan, Head Helper February 6, 2014
 Father of Amanullah Bugti, CM (P&C)
- February 18, 2014
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Health Issues

Heart A ttack
Are you at risk?

T

he following factors increase
the risk of heart attack.
Check if all these apply to
you. If you have two or more
risk factors, seek for cardiac
screening.

Men


If you are more than 45 years
old?

Women


If you are more than 55 years
old?



If you are post menopause?



Have your ovaries been
removed and if so, you're not
taking estrogen?

Both
 Did your father or brother have
a heart attack before age 55?
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Did your mother or sister have
a heart attack before age 65?
Did your mother, father, sister,
brother or grandparents have
stroke paralysis?
Do you smoke or live or work
with others who smoked
tobacco daily?




You don't know your blood
pressure?
Do you exercise less than 30
minutes on most days?



Are you 20 pounds or more over
weight for your height and build?



Is your fasting blood sugar level
100 mg/dl or higher?



Is your cholesterol level 240
mg/dl or higher?





You don't know your total
cholesterol level?

Do you need medicine to control
your blood sugar level?





Is your high-density lipoprotein
(HDL) "Good cholesterol' less
than 35 mg/dl?

Do you have coronary artery
disease?



Have you had a heart attack?



You don't know your HDL level?





Is your blood pressure 140/90
mm HG or higher?

Have you had a stroke or
transient Ischemic attack
(TIA)?



Have you been told that your
blood pressure is too high?

Courtesy: Khalid Mustafa (exManager Security Services)
Data provided by Tabba Heart
Institute

CANVAS

Energy Scenario

T

he world's largest gas
reserves may tempt some
energy companies back to
Iran if sanctions are lifted, but Tehran
is unlikely to become a significant
gas supplier to Europe or Asia for
at least a decade.
European companies with the
technology to fully exploit Iran's
vast South Pars field located in the

to maintain its oil production. Oilfield
re-injection is a higher-value use for
gas than exports, because oil sells
for much more on the global market
and does not require billions of
dollars in capital investment wich
are needed in gas export projects
requiring installation of pipelines or
conversion into LNG, that take years
to pay back.

could boost supplies by as much
as 28 bcm/year when it is fully
operational. According to figures
from the Pars Oil and Gas
Company, which manages the
whole project, phases 13 to 24
could add up to 142 bcm/year of
capacity by 2019, if completed on
time.
Iran already produces more gas

Iran's gas
reserves and
its future
utilization
By Mustafa Abdulla, SGM (Distribution-North)
Arabian/Persian Gulf, abandoned it
in the late 2000's, under US
pressure, dashing its hopes of
following Qatar's meteoric rise in
the global gas exporter's league.
Last month's nuclear deal between
the West and the new Iranian
government has ignited hopes that
its Oil & Gas production could
bounce back if Washington and the
European Union relax controls on
exports.
But Iran has little chance of
becoming a significant gas exporter
for at least a decade because of
high domestic demand and internal
obstacles to developing reserves,
which were a problem long before
sanctions forced foreigners out. The
lifting of sanctions on Iran could
potentially have a huge impact on
exports over the longer term, but it
will take years for things to get
moving, Laurent Ruseckas, senior
adviser on the Global Gas team at
consultants HIS, stated.
In the short term, it makes more
economic sense for Iran to use gas
to satisfy domestic demand for
power generation and industry and
for re-injection into ageing oilfields
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Tehran has looked on while Qatar
has become one of the world's
richest countries after western
energy companies built
multibillion dollar plants over the
last decade that turned the tiny
Gulf state into the world's largest
liquefied natural gas (LNG)
exporter.
The two countries Qatar & Iran share
the world's largest gas field, which
Iran calls South Pars and Qatar calls
the North Field. It straddles their
offshore Gulf border and accounts
for nearly all of Qatar's gas
production and only 35 percent of
Iran's present gas productions.
An abundance of condensate and
natural gas liquids in the gas field
means it can produce enough
income to cover drilling costs
before pumping out gas. That
makes Iranian LNG export projects
potentially highly competitive, even
as supply swells due to US shale
gas and big gas finds off the East
African coast.
Phase 12 of the South Pars gas
field development, which is
expected to start up next year, if
everything goes well politically,

than Qatar. The difference is that
Qatar, with a population of less than
two million, uses just 26 bcm of
gas, leaving 125 bcm free for export,
according to data from BP.
Iran uses nearly all the gas it
produces to supply its 77 million
people with heat, electricity and
vehicle fuel. Domestic demand
has risen to 156 bcm in 2012 from
79 bcm in 2002, according to BP
figures, which exclude gas used for
re-injection in oil fields.
Even if Iran's domestic consumption
rises at only the half annual growth
rate seen over the past decade,
that implies increase of 9-12 bcm
every year over the next five years.
That would take Iran's gas
consumption to around 200
bcm/year in 2018, not counting its
rising use for re-injection in oil wells
for enhanced oil recovery.
Iran's Oil & Gas Minister Zanganeh
said in October 2013 that Iran faces
a 30 bcm shortfall in supplies this
year and serious supply shortfalls
over the next two years because
South Pars gas field has not been
developed quickly enough. But

Energy Scenario

Turkey has been the only country
to receive significant volumes so
far, however because of Iran's own
winter heating needs, it has been
unable to supply the 10 bcm/year
contracted gas volume per annum
to Turkey.
If sanctions are lifted, Pakistan
would probably be next in line for
any spare gas, because Iran has
spent hundreds of millions of dollars
on building a 22 bcm/year pipelines,
and the two countries say they will
redouble efforts to finish the long delayed project soon.
Iran has also agreed to pipe around
10 bcm/year to Oman within a few
years and has built a pipeline to the
United Arab Emirates designed to
carry 10 bcm/year but no gas
supplied to-date.
Iran could export some more gas
by 2025 but will not export in the
range of 50 bcm/year before at least
the 2030s, as stated in a study
published by the Oxford Institute
for Energy Studies in June, 2013.
Three large offshore Gulf gas
discoveries announced by Iran in
2011 - Kayyam, Farouz and Madar
- are potential projects, and their
exploitation could be a big boost
to Iran's export hopes "There is
something between zero to no
chance of us going back into Iran,"
a wester n energy company
executive said of Iran's gas sector.
It should be obvious that without
the assistance and partnering with
energy giants Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Exxon-Mobil, Total and
British Petroleum, etc achieving any
major increase in gas production is
difficult.
Qatar's meteoric rise in LNG
supplies leading to its present
number one position in LNG in
the world: It has taken Qatar more
than thirty years to achieve no.1
position in LNG supplies. There are
two major companies in Qatar
involved in LNG business, M/s.
Qatar Gas & M/s. Ras Gas, both
are subsidiary of Qatar Petroleum
and partnered with Exxon-Mobil,
Chevron, Total, Conoco, Philips,
etc, the world oil majors who are
the key operators both for
production of gas from Qatar's
offshore North Fields and as well

as processing of the gas up to
production of LNG, LPG, and
Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs).
The first LNG cargo from Ras Gas
was loaded for export to India in
June 1999, from Qatar's first LNG
operating company, Ras Gas LNG
trains 1 and 2, which have a
capacity of 6.6 mta of LNG. 1.2
Bcfd of Gas is supplied from the 15
offshore wells, discovered in 1971
to the LNG plants. The gas from
these offshore wells is supplied
through 32-inch, 92 km pipeline to
the, on shore installed LNG trains
1 & 2. Additional trains (3, 4 & 5)
installations of Ras Gas were
completed in 2007. The success of
Ras Gas trains 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 was
followed by installation of additional
LNG mega trains, 6 (2009) and 7
(2010), each with a capacity of 7.8
Mta. Now the total LNG production
capacity of Ras Gas alone is 37
million tons per annum. Ras Gas is
also supplying 2.0 Bcfd of pipeline
gas for its local consumption in
Qatar as well as export to UAE.

Qatar's second LNG operating
company is Qatar Gas which has
installed LNG capacity of 42 million
tons per annum, Gas to these huge
LNG trains is supplied through
offshore gas wells located 80 km
from the shore, through offshore
pipelines. Qatar Gas has seven LNG
trains, four of which are mega trains,
the largest in the world, each with
production capacity of 7.8 mta.
Qatar Gas customers are spread
throughout the world, in European,
Asian and South American markets.
To ensure efficient transportation
of LNG to its customers, Qatar Gas
owns LNG vessels of capacity upto
151,700 m3. Recently 12 of Q-flex
vessels have been added to its fleet
with LNG capacity upto 266,000
m3, hence reducing transportation
cost by 35%. The entire supply
chain starting from supply of gas
from gas wells to supply of LNG at
customers door, is managed by
world class Management
comprising of people coming from
30 different countries.
MARCH 2014
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Healthy Recipe

Turmeric Smoothie Recipe:
a tasty and powerful antioxidant

I

If you wanted to create the
perfect smoothie with anticancerous properties, potent
anti-inflammatory, as well as antiviral, anti-bacterial and anti-fungal
constituents, look no further than
adding turmeric. Although turmeric
has a lightly bitter taste on its own,
you won't even notice it in this
delicious healthy recipe.
Health Benefits of Turmeric
Who needs medication when nature
gave us turmeric? Take a look at
the incredible health benefits of this
plant.
Powdered turmeric has been used
for centuries to treat a host of
illnesses. It is a known digestive
aid, blood purifier, wound healer,
skin tonic, analgesic, anti-viral, antibacterial, anti-fungal, antiseptic,
anti-carcinogenic, fat metabolizer,
gas reducer and expectorant. It
inhibits inflammatory reactions, has
anti-diabetic effects and reduces
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cholesterol - among other powerful
health effects. A recent study led
by a research team in Munich
showed that it can also inhibit
formation of metastases.
Curcumin, the natural pigment that
gives the spice turmeric its yellow
color, has increasingly come under
the scientific spotlight in recent
years, with studies investigating its
potential health benefits.
Turmeric has a slightly bitter taste,
but by blending it with sweet fruit,
you won't even notice it in your
smoothie. This recipe is so tasty
and nutritious, you could have it
daily.
Turmeric Smoothie Recipe
Ingredients:


1 cup hemp or coconut milk



1/2 cup frozen pineapple or
mango chunks



1 fresh banana



1 tablespoon coconut oil



1/2 teaspoon turmeric (can be
increased to 1 tsp)



1/2 teaspoon cinnamon



1/2 teaspoon ginger



1 teaspoon chia seeds

Add all ingredients into a blender
and process until smooth.
This recipe is best consumed in the
morning on an empty stomach. Not
only will it increase your energy for
the first half of the day, but it will
clear your mind and infuse your
body with some of the most
powerful antioxidants in the world.
Now that's a great breakast
idea!
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